
DA Claims 
Journey - Broker
This map shows the journey that DCAs, Brokers and 
MAs go through when using Faster Claims Payments, to 
process a claim.
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There are 8 roles in the DA Claims Journey. We have 
grouped these people into 3 groups:

1) Market participants are the DCA's, Managing Agents 
and Brokers who handle and approve claims

2) Processing roles are the Lloyd's and Vitesse 
operational roles who authorise money movements

3) End customer is the policy holder who gets paid

Purpose of this map

People involved

MA Finance

Vitesse Operations

Product Names
Faster Claims Payments (FCP)

Delegated Contract and Oversight Manager (DCOM)
 

1 Binder registration and account creation
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1 Broker receives new binding authority 
request and enters binder contract 

negotiations with MA(s)

Broker

4 Lead MA approves the binder in DCOM, 
ensuring all information has been captured 

correctly

MA

5 MA informs the DCA that the contract is to 
be included on FCP and facilitated via Vitesse

MA DCA

Vitesse obtains FCP contract 
details from DCOM daily*

Vitesse Payment Account creation

Vitesse proceeds with setting 
up the payment account for 

DCAs to process claims in FCP

7

Vitesse informs the DCA that 
the payment account has 

been set up for processing 
claims

8
DCA

6

2 For a binding authority contract for which 
claim payments will be handled through 
FCP, the broker includes the required 

binder wording in the contract to allow 
for DCOM data sharing with Vitesse, and 
also verifies that all MAs on the binder 

have been onboarded to Vitesse

DCOM

3 The broker proceeds with registering the 
binder onto DCOM. It is important that 

the broker flags the relevant binder 
sections as 'FCP' within DCOM and 

confirms that the section information 
and signed line splits are accurate

Broker
Broker

*DCOM integration and automatic payment account creation will be delivered Q4 2022. Prior 
to this release the Broker will be required to provide relevant binder details to Vitesse directly



2 Pay the beneficiary 3 Upload the BDX and Reconcile
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1 DCAs create their monthly 
BDX on their own systems, 
following the Coverholder 

Reporting Standards

Vitesse
Cashbook

DCA reconciles the BDX and 
Vitesse cashbook, ensuring 

these match before sharing the 
BDX and the cashbook with the 

broker

2
DCA

Broker

Reconciled 
BDX
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Claim

1 DCA approves an FCP claim payment, 
and uploads the payment on the 

Vitesse payment portal using the excel 
file (or directly through API), with a 
second DCA authoriser approving it

Welcome Batch Upload Excel

Vitesse Payment Portal

Vitesse payment

Vitesse pays the policyholder from 
the MA funding accounts based on 
the appropriate subscription splits 
and notifies the DCA that the funds 

have been released

Submit

Upload files

Policy holder

DCA

Policyholder 

ARCS

3
Vitesse replenish the MA funding accounts on a 

weekly basis using the Lloyd's ARCS & STFO 
central services, with the money transferred 

from the MA trust funds to Vitesse, who 
disperse the funds into the funding accounts in 

correct proportions

MA trust funds

+1000

E- Money Hub

+400 +100 +250 +250

🗓 STFO

Settlement Trust 
Fund Operations

Central settlement 
fund transfer

Syndicate 1 Syndicate 2 Syndicate 3 Syndicate 4

BDX

2

BDX

In the event the payments do not match 
in the BDX and Vitesse cashbook, the 

reconciliation difference will need to be 
resolved and a new BDX generated

Monthly



4 Share & agree the BDX with all parties
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ECF

STATUS TRACKER

3 MA reviews the ECF 
transaction and can 

query or approve
4 DXC reviews the ECF 

transaction and can 
query or approve

The BDX progression through 
ECF is tracked in the Status 

Tracker

BDX 
Checked 5

Managing Agent 
Finance Dept

Managing Agent 
Claims Dept

Broker

DXC process the BDX and 
release the market signing 
messages to the relevant 

MAs and Broker

MA DXC

The MA Finance team 
completes reconciliation 

between the signings and 
the Vitesse weekly cash 

top ups

6

Broker uploads the BDX into 
ECF, flagging the payment as 
'Non- cash' and including 'non- 

cash', 'FCP' and the BDX 
month in the Broker Narrative 

2
Broker receives the validated 

BDX and supporting 
documents. The broker can 
check the reconciliation if 

they wish to

1
Broker

BDX 
Checked


